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Dimensions of intercultural 
education in the 
twenty-first century
La sociedad europea es una sociedad multicultural, y la edu-
cación intercultural es tanto una necesidad como un de-
ber. El reto consiste en buscar formas realistas de promo-
ver la educación intercultural. Una gran parte del pensa-
miento sobre este tema se entiende en el contexto de los
conceptos del humanismo liberal, una extensión lógica de
los derechos del hombre proclamados en la Ilustración: se
procede desde la libertad e igualdad de los individuos a la
libertad de expresión de todas las culturas y todos los gru-
pos, y finalmente a la noción de la igualdad de todas las
culturas. No obstante, las soluciones liberales que engen-
dró este planteamiento parecen insuficientes, porque no tie-
nen en cuenta la persona humana, su psicología particular,
o la influencia transcendental de las culturas en las que
nacen estas personas. Es significativo que las soluciones que
surgen en la posmodernidad vuelven a la persona, abordan-
do cuestiones de naturaleza afectiva: la relación con la al-
teridad, la autoestima y la educación de las virtudes. El
proyecto de la educación intercultural solo puede reali-
zarse si se resuelven estas cuestiones. Desde una base de au-
toestima y valores sólidos, las personas podrán salir a la so-
ciedad para no solo vivir la ausencia de prejuicios, sino la
solidaridad con los demás. En esta perspectiva, los colegios
con ideario religioso pueden realizar una aportación posi-
tiva a la educación intercultural, si enfocan el tema con
realismo y confianza.
palabras clave: educación intercultural, autoestima, virtudes,
colegios religiosos.
The multicultural society is already a fact, and intercultu-
ral education is both a pragmatic necessity and a moral
duty. The challenge is to find ways of promoting intercul-
tural education in practice. Much earlier discussion of
this issue should be seen against the background of liberal
humanist concepts, a logical extension of the rights of man
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proclaimed at the Enlightenment, moving from individual li-
berté and égalité to the freedom of expression of different
groups and cultures, and ultimately to a notion of the equa-
lity of all cultures. However, the liberal solutions which
this approach engendered seem now to have worn somewhat
thin as they do not take into account the human person, his
or her individual psychology, or the all-pervasive nature of
the cultures into which he or she has been born. It is signi-
ficant that the postmodern solutions to the problems of
multiculturalism retreat back into the person, dealing with
questions of an affective nature, the relationship to other-
ness, self-esteem and the education of virtues. Only if these
issues are satisfactorily resolved can the project of inter-
cultural education be carried forward. From the base of
self-esteem and solid values, people will be capable of going
out into society to live out not just an absence of prejudice,
but a positive solidarity with others. In this perspective,
schools with religious commitments have a positive contri-
bution to make to intercultural education, providing they
approach the question with realism and trust.
keywords: intercultural education, self-esteem, virtues,
denominational schools.
THE PURPOSE OF THE PRESENT paper is to explain why I consider that
intercultural education is necessary, and to discuss the implications of this,
including the difficulties of putting it into practice.
One straightforward argument for intercultural education is that it is not
simply one option among many: it is a practical necessity. We can no longer
choose whether or not we desire to live in a multicultural society: in
Europe, such a society is all around us. Moreover, even if we do happen to
live in a fairly homogenous enclave, modern communications mean that
we are inevitably in much closer contact with people from different cultural
backgrounds than our ancestors ever were. One of the principal tasks facing
education in the modern era has been to respond appropriately to social
change; and today, one of the greatest changes taking place in many
European countries is the transition from a fairly stable monoculture neatly
packed within a nation-state, to a situation in which two or more cultures
live side by side in the same geographical area, often in situations of
inequality, while at the same time, the population of the developed world
is becoming increasingly nomadic.
At this point, it is important to emphasise that European countries differ
greatly in their self-image and self-understanding from countries such as the
USA, where everyone is an immigrant, and a degree of unity is achieved
through the Constitution and by educating people to be “American”. In
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Europe, land, religion, race, language, culture and customs are often so
tightly bound up together that people are unable to distinguish one element
from another1. However, we also know that these very European cultures,
which seem so monolithic, have evolved over time and will continue to
evolve. One of the factors that will trigger the new cultural forms of the next
few decades will be the influx of large groups of people from poorer
countries, who bring with them different religions, languages, customs, and
so on. These people and, above all, their children will have to decide what
to keep and what to abandon, how far they can or should assimilate.
Meanwhile, their host countries will have to determine how far these groups
will be accommodated, helped to preserve their culture, or encouraged to
assimilate. Just as education has both adapted to and, to some extent,
propelled, social change in the areas of increasing social equality, the
changing workplace, and the role of women in society, education will also
be one of the most important arenas in which the drama of multiculturalism
will be played out.
Although I feel that the major argument for intercultural education is
that the multicultural society is already here, and probably here to stay, and
that education has to respond to reality by opening up the way to
communication between people of different cultures (hence “intercultural”
rather than “multicultural” education), there is another way of looking at
the issue which may seem to provide a simpler solution. This alternative
argument takes the mainstream culture of a country to be the desirable
culture for that country, and all other cultures present to be inferior in that
context. The logical consequence of this is that all children, including
immigrants, should be educated in the monoculture, in the hope that
inconvenient differences will be obliterated in the upcoming generation.
Although current in the past, this argument has fallen out of favour in
democratic states, partly because of the general liberal desire not to impose
more than is prescribed by law, and partly because of the pressure from
minority groups who claim the right to practise their traditions, religion and
so on freely2. In some sense, the liberal state which is committed to freedom
of religious expression, freedom of speech, and so on, is duty bound to
allow its citizens to practise the religion they wish, eat what they like, wear
what they like, and so on, within the limits of the law3.
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1 For a discussion of the typology of multicultural situations in the world today see Musolff (2001).
2 For a more detailed analysis of the recent developments in multiculturalism, see Allemann-
Ghionda (2001).
3 In Great Britain it is difficult for a Roman Catholic to argue against multiculturalism, because one
of the first great liberal reforms allowing members of a non-mainstream cultural group to practise
publicly, educate their children in their own religion and take a full part in public life was the
Emancipation Act of 1829. Sadly, social prejudice took much longer to disappear. Curiously
enough, much of the vocabulary all too frequently used today in the context of the Muslim world
We have seen that the multicultural society is already a fact, and that
intercultural education is both a pragmatic necessity and a moral duty.
However, this is only the beginning. The real challenge is to see how
intercultural education can be put into practice. Several models have been
proposed, from the somewhat static antiracist approaches of the 1960s and
1970s, to the more dynamic critical pedagogies which imply that society as
a whole must be transformed (Prats, 2001 and Siraj-Blatchford, 1995). The
intellectual background to the situation is complex. The notion of
multiculturalism is itself a liberal humanist concept, a logical extension of
the rights of man proclaimed at the Enlightenment. From individual liberté
and egalité we moved to the freedom of expression of different groups and
cultures, and ultimately to a somewhat vague notion of the equality of all
cultures (Prats, 2001). However, the liberal solutions seem now to have
worn rather thin. The anti-racist education of the 1960s and 1970s, rather
like its anti-sexist counterpart, has proved unsatisfactory: these dry, cerebral
solutions look excellent on paper, but they do not take into account the
human person, his or her individual psychology, or the all-pervasive nature
of the cultures into which he or she has been born. Our understanding of
cultural diversity has now deepened to take account of cultural specificity,
socioeconomic factors affecting families, gender variables, and the
emotional and cognitive characteristics of individual people (Allemann-
Ghionda, 2001). It is interesting that the postmodern solutions to the
problems of multiculturalism retreat back from the social structures into the
person, dealing with questions of an affective nature, the relationship to
otherness, self-esteem and the education of virtues. Only if these issues are
satisfactorily resolved can the project of intercultural education be carried
forward. From the base of self-esteem and solid values, people will then be
capable of going out into society to live out not just an absence of
prejudice, but a positive solidarity with others.
But this itself begs a further question. To be strong, to have healthy self-
esteem, one has to feel confident and valued in one’s own culture. Only
then can one reach out to people from other cultures and learn positively
from that experience. Moreover, the situation is still more complex, for as
Molinos (2003) says, contact with other cultures offers a wonderful
opportunity for enrichment and growth, but for this to be possible, the
child must first have absorbed the values and symbolic system of his or her
own culture, and secondly, must feel accepted in his or her desire to open
up to the other culture-accepted, that is, both by his or her own group, and
by the group he or she wishes to encounter.
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(intransigent, inflexible, dogmatic, refusal to adapt, unreasonable, have too many children, etc.) is
highly reminiscent of the terminology used in Britain up to the present day to describe Roman
Catholics.
The complexity of this problem is heightened still further by the fact that
our own culture is in a state of crisis, not principally because of immigration,
but because of the collapse of our traditional system of values, probably as
a result of the rapid changes that have accompanied enormous economic
growth since the Industrial Revolution. Whatever the ultimate reason for
this, it is true to say that western Europe is increasingly abandoning its own
cultural and religious heritage in favour of the values of the marketplace, to
the extent that almost every area of human life is now conceptualised in
terms of the consumer values of “choice”, “value for money” and “throw
away and replace”. Against this panorama, there is a real danger that the
deep values in our own culture, and in the other ancient cultures of the
world, will be forgotten as the multicultural society is conceived of crassly
as a kind of relativist cultural hypermarket in which people choose the
trolley-full of values that suit them at that moment. In this case, the
problem of multiculturalism is superficially resolved, because all the
different groups in a particular society become more and more similar in
their surface features, and the deeper values and beliefs which create
differences between them are trivialised as a kind of “consumer choice”
which is no more significant than the colour of one’s car (Rieff, 1993-94).
For people with strongly held moral or religious beliefs, this kind of
relativism is unacceptable. But I would argue that it is particularly damaging
for people who do not have a deep or transcendent culture, as it seems to
preclude the necessity for such a culture by claiming that all is surface4. In
fact, this kind of cultural relativism falls into the postmodern trap of losing
sight of the person that is at the core of all his or her subjectivities. It is that
person that we need to encounter in education, if we are to be successful in
helping our students to grow consistently in values, to develop a moral
sense, and to find a meaning in life that goes beyond the surfaces. The
problem is that secular states and their national education ministries are not
particularly well equipped to deal with this kind of issue, precisely because
the mainstream cultures which they still more or less embody are in crisis5.
It is probably true to say that the greatest hope for intercultural education
lies, curiously enough, in the sector of religious schools. This kind of
education, with its coherent moral and spiritual preparation, its rounded
consideration of the human person, and its culture of respect for people
who do not share all of its values, is in a position genuinely to equip
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4 “Mass culture does not provide a vehicle for mutual understanding (...) for true intercultural
learning to take place, the participants must be capable of cultural discourse in which they can
learn something about each other without necessarily reaching consensus, and this is not possible
if they are not capable of contemplation” Musolff (2001).
5 See Fleck (2001), for a discussion of the problem concerning the teaching of religion in Spanish
schools.
students for an encounter with other cultures6. Religious schooling has
sometimes been depicted as a manifestation of siege cultures (Bash, 2001);
but this ought not to be the case. A proper grounding in one’s own culture
does not mean that one is rendered incapable of relating to people with
different cultural roots7. We should not lose hope that intercultural
education on the deeper level is possible. When Pope John Paul II meets
Muslim, Buddhist and Jewish leaders, he does not let discussions slide into
a morass of superficial relativism. He is fully aware that the time is now ripe
for the world’s religions to find ways of communicating peacefully and
fruitfully: communicating, that is, on the highest level rather than the
lowest (John Paul II, 1994).
Regarding the concrete situation of immigrant children, who are often
both culturally and economically underprivileged, it is important for their
host country to offer them specialised help of many different kinds, and to
allow immigrant parents a particular role in determining the way these
children are educated (Delpit, 1988). It would be wrong to alienate these
parents at the first misunderstanding, and therefore cut off the only
possibility of communication. Poor people with a lower level of education
are bound to be defensive: in many cases their decision to move to another
country to make a living was not a free and informed one in the sense that
we would understand, and their arrival is usually followed by shocks and
disappointment. It is the duty of the host country, which needs these
people for the labour market, to do what it can to achieve social harmony.
This may mean “imposing” the values of tolerance and respect, which tend
to be most characteristic of a post-Christian liberal culture. However, there
are very few values or social norms which can be imposed. As I said earlier,
multiculturalism is a fact of life, and there is no way in which democratic
states can change this situation.
To conclude, I would like to say that the future is uncertain, and there
will no doubt be loss as well as gain. It is precisely for this reason that we
have to make our children strong in themselves, so that when they
encounter people who think differently they find themselves enriched
rather than threatened. 
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6 On the values needed for intercultural living to foment understanding and solidarity see Prats,
2001. For detailed discussion of the students’ psychological needs see González Torres (2001).
7 For a discussion of the situation of Muslim schools for girls see Weiner (1985), Brah (1992, 1993),
Khanum (1995) and Parker-Jenkins et al. (1999). For examples of ways in which cultural bridging
can be achieved in an educational context, see Stredder, 1995.
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